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Introduction to Vector Tiles



Introduction | Vector Tiles

• What are Vector Tiles?

- Tiled containers of your data

- Separate style provides rendering instructions 

for how to draw your map

• Client device / browser is responsible for drawing 

the map

• Tileset components:

- Tiles

- Styles

- Sprites

- Fonts

- Index



Introduction | Vector Tiles in ArcGIS

• Leverages several Open Source projects

- Tiles use the Mapbox vector tile spec

- Based on Google protocol buffers

- Styling conforms to the Mapbox GL style spec

• More aggressive overzoom

- Indexed tiling scheme

- Support for traditional tiling also exists

• Any supported Coordinate System

https://github.com/mapbox/vector-tile-spec
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
https://www.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/style-spec/


Introduction | Advantages of Vector Tiles

• Display quality

- Best possible resolution for HD displays

• Dynamic labeling

- Clearer, more readable text

- On the fly labeling for heads up display

• Map Styling

- Many styles from one tileset

- Restyling



Introduction | Advantages of Vector Tiles

• Vector Tile Style Editor

- Supports ArcGIS Online basemaps 

and custom basemaps created with 

ArcGIS Pro.

- Quick Edit feature for AGOL 

basemaps

- Edit by color

- Click / select by layer



Caching Best Practices and 

Overview 
Cache > Cash 



Prerequisites:

- ArcGIS Server (10.4 and later)

- Portal for ArcGIS (10.4 and later)

- ArcGIS Pro (1.2 and later)

Relevant Steps:

- Federate the ArcGIS Server site 

with your portal.

- Designate the ArcGIS Server site as 

the portal's hosting server.

- Configure ArcGIS Pro licenses with 

your organization and connect 

ArcGIS Pro to your organization.

Caching | Vector Tile Services 



Caching | Vector Tile Creation 

• Making efficient maps 

• Keeping your data clean 

• Reduce data density by limiting visible scale ranges

• Reduce data density by generalizing 



Caching | Publish hosted tile layers

• Create tiles : 

- from an existing hosted feature layer.Pro can display styles with multiple sources

• Define : 

- A map in ArcGIS Pro and allow your portal to create the tiles.

• Build : 

- A tile package in ArcGIS Pro, upload and publish to your portal.

• Define : 

- A map in ArcGIS Pro and publish as a tile layer to your portal.

You can build a cache on your tiles automatically when publishing, or build the cache manually after 

publishing.



Caching | Publish hosted Tile Layer from Hosted Feature layer 

• Edits to spatial attributes made to the hosted feature layer are not automatically 

reflected in the hosted tile layer. 

• There are SOME styling restrictions on the hosted feature layer that could prevent 

you from publishing a hosted tile layer.

• Avoid complex symbols

• You cannot publish a hosted tile layer from a multipatch or point cloud hosted feature 

layer.



Caching | Building Tile Packages in ArcGIS Pro

• The input map must have a description and tags for the tool to execute

• Add description tags

• Choose Tiling Format Parameter Based on Level of Display

• *Remember- Parallel Processing Factor (Environment Setting)



Caching | Creating a Vector Tile Index

• Creates a multiscale mesh of polygons

• Different levels of detail as defined in the input map



Caching | Replace a vector tile layer

• Specify a target layer 

• Replace the Web Layer from ArcGIS Pro 

• You can archive the layer name 

• (<target layer>_archive_<timestamp>.)

• Replacing vector tile layers is possible to do with ArcGIS Online as well as ArcGIS 

Enterprise. 



Sharing And Publishing



Sharing | Share a vector tile package

• Author multiscaled maps 

- Control the display at scale boundaries

- Generalize features 

• Share vector tile package to ArcGIS Online or Enterprise 

• Use “Share Package Tool” 



Sharing | Share A Vector Tile Layer 

• Using the default tiling scheme 

• Share all usable layers in the map as a web layer

• Share selected layers in the map as a web layer



Sharing | Hosted Vector Tile Layers

• Reference a set of cached vectors 

• Data in vector tile layers is stored in individual layers 

• Styling information is stored separately from the tile geometry 

• Publish vector tile layers to ArcGIS Online



Sharing | Publishing with ArcGIS Pro 

• Publish a vector tile layer from a map to be hosted on ArcGIS Online

• An Internet connection is required (working offline wont work) 

• The speed and bandwidth of your connection affects publishing speed.



ArcGIS Pro 2.3

Sharing



Architecture 







Demonstration 



ArcGIS Pro 2.4

Authoring Vector 

Tiles



https://developers.arcgis.com/vector-tile-style-editor

Vector Tile Style 

Editor



http://esri.github.io/arcgis-vectortile-style-editor/#

Simple Style Editor



Q: Why would I need to create raster tiles anymore?

A: Consider consuming clients and map requirements before committing to vector 

tiles. At this time, it’s not an answer for everything. Vector tiles will never be a 

solution for most raster datasets.



Q: Can my data be extracted from vector tiles?

A: Think of vector tiles as generalized graphic derivations of your data. In many cases 

features are cut at tile boundaries, overlapped at tile boundaries, or are dissolved for 

optimal draw.  Only a minimum number of attributes needed for feature draw are 

stored.  It’s not raw data.



Q: Can I show popups for vector tiles?

A: Not at this time, we have this on the roadmap for our client implementations of 

vector tiles (JavaScript API, ArcGIS Runtime, ArcGIS Pro)



Q: Can I create vector tiles for any map projection?

A: Only Web Mercator (Auxiliary Sphere) supported for the initial releases (ArcGIS 

Pro 1.2 and 1.3).  From ArcGIS Pro 1.4+ vector tiles can be created in any projection 

and used with the JavaScript API version 3.18+, ArcGIS Runtime 100+, and ArcGIS 

Pro 1.4+



Q: Can I project vector tiles on the fly?

A: ArcGIS Pro supports this with a much improved implementation at version 1.4. We 

do not expect to add this to other clients.



Q: Should I re-author my maps for vector tiles?

A: Yes, start by reading the help topic titled Author a map for vector tile creation

http://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/help/mapping/map-authoring/author-a-map-for-vector-tile-creation.htm


Q: Will ArcMap support vector tiles?

A: It is unlikely that ArcMap will ever support viewing vector tiles.  Creation of vector 

tiles will not be implemented in ArcMap.



Q: Can I do server side vector tile creation?

A: Not at this time, we have this on our roadmap for Portal / ArcGIS Online including 

support for incremental updates.



Q: Vector tiles don’t draw correctly in my browser, is this a bug?

A: You’re likely experiencing a problem with WebGL support in your browser.  Ensure 

you have the latest driver for your video card from the driver manufacturer. 

Do not rely on Windows Update on Windows machines for video drivers.



Q: Can I use any font for vector tiles?

A: From a technical standpoint any TrueType or OpenType font can be processed into 

the vector tile font format.  However, font licenses vary widely and you should ensure 

you’re licensed for such use.



Q: Can Esri clients view non-Esri tiles conforming to the spec?

A: This is our goal.  There are examples of this in the JavaScript API.

Example: Mapillary

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=e9e691d3764f4d49ab799fac7ea71533


Q: Does the print service support vector tiles?

A: Vector tiles can be printed in ArcGIS Pro. The print service does not support vector 

tiles at this time. We have development plans to support vector tiles in the print 

service at a future release. Newer releases of the JavaScript API send a raster 

rendering of vector tiles through to the print service until print service support is 

added.



Print Your Certificate of Attendance

Print Stations Located in 150 Concourse Lobby

Tuesday
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Hall B

5:15 pm – 6:30 pm

Expo Social

Hall B

Wednesday
10:45 am – 5:15 pm

Expo

Hall B

6:30 pm – 9:30 pm

Networking Reception

Smithsonian National Museum

of Natural History



Download the Esri

Events app and find 
your event

Select the session 

you attended

Scroll down to 

“Survey”

Log in to access the 

survey

Complete the survey 

and select “Submit”

Please Share Your Feedback in the App
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